International Virtual Lecture Series: Talking Memory with Guest Speakers Professor Hanna Yablonka and Dr. Tamir Hod

Discussion published by Madene Shachar on Tuesday, January 12, 2021

The Ghetto Fighters' House invites you to a special program of “Talking Memory” marking International Holocaust Memorial Day and the 60th anniversary of the Eichmann trial:

Between Eichmann and Demjanjuk: Two Holocaust Trials in Israel

with guest speakers:
Prof. Hannah Yablonka and Dr. Tamir Hod

Two Holocaust trials that took place in Israel, and dealt with the perpetrators and the collaborators, have taught us much about the tragic past of the Jewish people. Moreover, these two trials can be seen as the case study through which we can learn about Israeli society and its inherent connection to Holocaust remembrance. A discussion on these two trials also points to the process Israeli society experienced in connection to its relationship to the Holocaust in the years between these two events. The Eichmann trial completely changed Israel's awareness of the Holocaust. The Demjanjuk trial was the last and ended in Demjanjuk's acquittal, consigning the event to oblivion.

This discussion with Prof. Yablonka and Dr. Hod will reveal the complex connection between law and history, especially when dealing with such tragic events like the Holocaust and its impact on the Jewish people.

Sunday, January 24, 2021
11 AM PST
1 PM CST
2 PM EST
7 PM GMT
9 PM IL

The program is free to the public, but you must register:

https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZcuf-6qqDkoH9wFMIYawTf9CzADJ8xFi2u3

For further information please contact:

Madene Shachar - madenes@gfh.org.il
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